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PERFECT COLLEGE LIST
Discover nearly three dozen
resources to ﬁnd the right academic
and ﬁnancial college ﬁts.

By Lynn O’Shaughnessy

Many families are confused about where to search for good college matches. And that’s why I created the guide.
What you’ll find here are resources to help broaden your search for colleges and universities and to evaluate schools well before your child applies.
Students typically end up looking at a fairly narrow lineup of schools, which is not always
a good strategy if you want to find good academic fits, as well as colleges that will be
more affordable.
Some of the resources that you will find in this guide will help you locate schools that
have majors that interest your child. Other resources will help you find and evaluate
schools that might be better financial matches.

College Completion

With funding from the Gates Foundation, The Chronicle of Higher Education created the
College Completion microsite within its website that includes a wide variety of graduation statistics for individual schools.
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On this free site, you can create custom peer
groups to compare colleges and sort individual
private and/or public schools by state and
graduation rates.
To give you an idea of what you’ll find, here is
a screenshot of a partial list of public colleges
and universities that I generated by sorting for
the highest four-year grad rates, which is
identified as “Graduation rate 100%” in the
right-hand column. A second column refers to
six-year grad rates, which the federal government (the source of these figures) expresses
as 150% of the traditional grad rate.

Here is a screenshot of the private schools with the top four-year grad rates:
Of course, the schools at the top of these lists
will be elite institutions. Scrolling further down
through the names on the lists that you
generate will elicit many more ideas. You can
also flip the lists and sort schools by ascending
grad order.
College Completion also lets you create charts
of schools in individual states.
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Below is a screenshot of some public universities in California, which reveals poor fouryear grad rates, as well as other statistics about the schools including how much money
the university spends per student.
The only state school with an above average grad rate on this chart, compared with
public institutions nationally, is California Maritime Academy, a specialized maritime
school where students wear uniforms and spend a lot of class time on ships.

Families often fail to look at graduation rates when exploring schools even though failing
to graduate in the traditional four years can be incredibly costly.
According to federal statistics, just 31% of full-time students attending four-year public
colleges and universities graduate in four years while only 52.5% of students at private
institutions manage to do this.
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On College Completion, you can also check the grad rates of an individual school that’s
broken down by gender and ethnicity. Here is screenshot of four and six-year grad rates
for Chapman University in Southern California, which has become a hot school despite
a mediocre four-year grad rate:

You can watch this introductory video to learn more about how to use the valuable tools
on College Completion.
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College Results Online

College Results Online, which is
a creation of The Education Trust,
provides similar information to
what you’ll find on College
Completion. One of the features
that I like on this site is the ability
to find schools that are similar to
each other. To create a list, you
must first call up the profile of
a school and then click the Similar
Colleges button.
As an example, I am using
Bradley University in Peoria, IL.
On the left, you’ll see a portion
of the information College Results
Online provides for Bradley
and at the top you’ll see a red
arrow pointing to its Similar
Colleges link.
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When I clicked Bradley’s Similar Colleges link, the site generated a list of peer institutions
based on 12 institutional and student characteristics. You can adjust the grad time frame
from six years down to four years, which is what I did. I also instructed the software to
provide 25 similar schools rather than the 15-school default list.
Highlighted in yellow, you will also see the categories you can use to sort Bradley U’s peer
schools in addition to grad rates. I selected the Admissions category.

Here is the partial list of schools similar to Bradley U. generated with the above parameters. (One reason why Bradley has a lower four-year grad rate is because of its job coop
program.) There are many more columns of statistics than what you can see here:
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COLLEGE RESULTS’ ADVANCED SEARCH FEATURE
When hunting for schools, I’d also urge you to play around with the site’s Advanced
Search feature. (See below.) With this tool, you can direct the software to find schools
based on your criteria. You’ll find the tab in the upper right hand corner of the website:

You can learn more about how to use the Advanced Search function by reading one of my
blog posts:
Getting Ideas for a College List
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CollegeMeasures.org

CollegeMeasures.org, which also received funding from the Gates Foundation, works
with state agencies to provide actual salary data for new college grads at the university
and academic major levels. Some states, such as Virginia and Colorado, include statistics
for private schools, but others don’t.
CollegeMeasures now has accurate data on overall salaries of new graduates with bachelor’s degrees by schools and majors in six states. Here are the states with the corresponding links, where you can find this valuable salary information:
• Arkansas (The salary figures haven’t been updated for Arkansas.)
• Colorado
• Florida
• Tennessee
• Texas
• Virginia
Minnesota will be the next state to join CollegeMeasures.
Taken as a whole, the data from the six states show that strong earnings are not automatically tied to the most prestigious campuses in a state.
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In Colorado, for instance, look at the average first-year, median earnings of students who
earned bachelor’s degrees in business administration. The business grads at the
University of Colorado, Boulder, made far less during their first year in the workforce than
biz grads at others schools that aren’t on the radar of most students.

AVERAGE FIRST-YEAR SALARIES OF COLORADO BIZ GRADS
Regis University

$78,861

University of Denver

$76,861

University of Colorado, Denver

$51,876

Metro State University, Denver

$51,876

Colorado Christian University

$51,759

University of Colorado, Boulder

$49,803

University of Northern Colorado

$48,035

When looking at Texas data, I randomly picked a non-prestigious state school—Sam Houston
State University—to compare to the University of Texas at Austin, the highly regarded
flagship in the Lone Star State. I checked three majors and the Sam Houston grads were
earning more in each category—biology, business, and journalism. Journalism grads at
Sam Houston State University, for instance, were making $32,079 a year versus $30,361
at UT Austin.
If you looked at the Virginia data, you would discover that business majors at the
University of Richmond, a private institution, were earning more than grads of all other
Virginia schools including Virginia Tech and the University of Virginia.
This real data can serve as a powerful tool when trying to convince students or parents
that there are more than a few dozen schools worth attending!
When families have real data to make decisions rather than relying on dubious college
rankings, it will be easier for them to make far more intelligent decisions. I want to
emphasize, however, that families should be looking at far more than beginning salaries
when evaluating schools!
I recently talked to the Mark Schneider, the creator of CollegeMeasures, a vice president
at the American Institutes for Research and a distinguished professor emeritus at SUNY
Stony Brook. He observed that one of the most notable aspects of all the data is that
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graduates of regional state universities can earn the same or more than graduates of
state flagships.

RESEARCHING SCHOOLS IN OTHER STATES
Even if you aren’t interested in schools in the six states that have authenticated salary
data, CollegeMeasures provides many other opportunities for families researching schools
across the country. Below I share one of the research tools:
On CollegeMeasure’s home page, I clicked on the Four-Year College Data Tool.

I was directed to a page (see below) that allows me to find statistics in a variety of ways:
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I then clicked on View Performance by College and this is what I saw:

In this section of CollegeMeasures, I can filter schools by individual states, groups of states
or the entire country. You can also designate whether you want to look at private or public
schools. You can drill down on the type of school you want including flagships or land
grant schools, liberal arts colleges, schools of art, schools or engineering, faith-related
colleges and seminaries, as well as master’s-level institutions.
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In the above search field, you will also be asked to Select a Measure. Here are the options
from that drop-down menu:

To illustrate what you can find, I looked at private and public institutions in Michigan,
Wisconsin and Minnesota and sorted them by their freshmen retention rates. (The higher
the retention rate, the better.) Here are the schools at the top of the list that I generated:
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If you want to sort schools by pay, you would check the last category in the drop-down
menu: Median Starting Pay for Recent Graduates. Since actual state data is not available
for most states, CollegeMeasures uses PayScale.com figures, which are self-reported by
individuals using the popular site.
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In the example below, I ranked schools in New York, New Jersey and Connecticut by
beginning grad salaries. Many of the schools at the top of the list specialize in engineering
and No. 1 Molloy College specializes in health-related majors.
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2-YEAR COLLEGES & COLLEGEMEASURES
You can also use CollegeMeasures to research both public and private two-year colleges.

One of the performance figures to check out is the graduation and transfer rates to
four-year institutions of full-time, degree-seeking students. When researching private and
public two-year colleges, you can look at institutions individually or examine their performance within a state or nationally.
In the screenshot below, I checked the graduation/transfer rate of all two-year schools in
California. Below are the schools that rose to the top:

Mark Schneider, the head of CollegeMeasures, also noted that the salaries of holders of
associate degrees can be as high or higher than bachelor’s degree holders for those who
earn technology-related degrees.
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Salary Surfer
Salary Surfer is another helpful website for individuals exploring the earnings capacity of
graduates with two-year degrees and certificates.
The California Community College system created this website to allow visitors to see the
median annual incomes for graduates of its system’s two-year schools in 179 of the most
widely enrolled programs.
The salary figures were compiled for graduates from the system’s 112 colleges, who
completed a certificate or an associate degree and did not obtain further schooling.
The data shows the median earnings for community college graduates two years prior
to earning the award, then two and five years after earning the degree or certificate.
Here is a screenshot of salaries in the Engineering and Industrial Technology area:

An analysis of data contained on Salary Surfer generated a surprising statistic. Nearly 45%
of students, who graduated with an associate degree in California without receiving
further education, were earning more than $54,000 annually five years after graduation.
That is the median wage of someone with a bachelor’s degree living in California.
While the salaries that Californians with associate degrees earn will be different than
those in many other states, it is a helpful resource to pinpoint potential employment
pursuits that don’t require a commitment of at least four years.
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College Board

The College Board is a favorite resource of mine when I want to get a quick read on
whether a school is stingy, financially awesome or somewhere in between. What families
find on the College Board is equally relevant whether they are seeking schools that
provide merit scholarships that are rewarded without regard to a family’s finances.
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HOW TO USE THE COLLEGE BOARD TOOL

Step One
On the College Board’s home
page, type in the name of any
school to call up its profile.
On the left-hand side of the
school’s profile click on the
Paying tab. Here is
Washington University’s:

Step Two
After clicking the paying tab,
you’ll see the published price
of the school, which will often
be scary but is usually
meaningless. Next click on
Financial Aid by the Numbers.

Step Three
What you’ll see after you click on the Financial Aid By the Numbers hyperlink are financial
aid statistics including one that shows what percentage of demonstrated financial need
this school typically meets. For students who require need-based aid, getting accepted
into a school like Washington University that routinely meets 100% of need is the ultimate prize.
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The pie chart illustrates how the school’s typical financial aid package is broken down
between free money (scholarships/grants) and loans/job. The job category refers to
federal work-study positions. At Washington University, only 13% of the package is
composed of loans and a work-study job, which is excellent.

Step Four
Scroll down on this page to discover more financial statistics for all undergrads.
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You can see above that 47% of students applied for aid at this $65,000 school. (Like many
elite schools, there is a large concentration of high-income students here who can cover
the cost without any assistance.)
The statistic that I find most relevant is this one: had full need met. Ninety-eight percent
of students who had financial need (as determined by a financial-aid methodology) had
their full financial need met. That’s excellent (although 100% would have been better) and
only a few dozen colleges and universities can make the same claim.
On the right-hand side of this chart, you will also see the value of the average needbased package. For Washington U., it’s $33,652. As for the need-based loan, you can
almost always assume that the school will insert the maximum federal Direct Subsidized
and Unsubsidized Loans into the package. The maximum federal direct loan is $5,500
for freshmen.

MERIT SCHOLARSHIPS
Even if a student will not qualify for need-based aid, this financial aid page can also be
valuable. What is important for high-income families is this figure: average non needbased aid. That’s higher-ed jargon for merit scholarships. In this case, the average merit
award for high-income students is $10,677. The College Board doesn’t share how many
students receive merit scholarships, which is a critical piece of information to know when
assessing whether a child has a chance at a merit award.
collegedata, however, provides this missing statistic, which you will learn about next.
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collegedata

collegedata provides tons of information about individual schools in such areas as
financial aid, majors, admission factors and more.
Here is a link to my instructional video on how to use collegedata to find schools that are
either generous with need-based aid or that provide a high percentage of students with
merit scholarships:
Finding College Money with collegedata.com
The site has much of the same financial information that you’ll find on the College Board,
but it includes one important statistic that the College Board omits—the number of
students who receive merit scholarships (non-need-based aid).
The College Board only shares what the average merit scholarship amount is and not how
many students receive it. That number, however, is important for affluent children who
want to know what the odds are of receiving a merit scholarship.
I am using Rice University to illustrate what you can find in the Money Matters section of
a school’s profile on collegedata. The layout is ugly, but the data is valuable. If you look at
Rice’s stats, you will see that 100% of financial-aid recipients have their full need met.
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That’s excellent. The second arrow shows that 8.4% of the students at Rice, who happen
to have no financial need, received a merit scholarship worth an average of $20,132.
I used Rice in this example because it is a highly rated university in U.S. News’ college
rankings and yet it provides merit scholarships. Most of the most highly rated institutions
don’t provide these merit awards or limit them to a small group of students. The most
prominent Southern universities—Vanderbilt, Tulane, Duke and Emory—provide merit
scholarships to high-income students.

BAIT-AND-SWITCH COLLEGES
You can also use collegedata to spot bait-and-switch schools. When parents look at
colleges they assume that whatever financial aid they receive during their child’s freshman
year will remain the same for four years as long as their financial situation doesn’t change.
In reality, however, many schools offer the best packages to high school seniors. Once the
students have gotten settled in, these schools offer subsequent packages that are stingier.
A college figures, “Hey, is this kid really going to leave if I shave a few thousand dollars
from his package?”
An easy way is to check an institution’s financial aid track record is to head to a school’s
Money Matters section and compare the average percentage of financial need met for
freshmen and the average percentage of need met for all undergrads.
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I used New York University to illustrate the bait-and-switch practice. NYU has the reputation of being a stingy school. It’s no surprise then that it practices bait-and-switch with its
students. As you’ll see in the screenshot below, financial support dropped for students
after their freshmen year—from 73% of financial need met (that’s terrible) down to 60%
(even worse)! The average need-based grant dropped from $26,202 to $21,738.
You can also see from the chart below that NYU gives out very few merit scholarships to
high-income students.

READING AN ADMISSION REP’S MIND
One of the ways students can increase their chances of getting accepted into a school is
to know what admission factors a school really cares about.
collegedata provides an inside look by providing a chart that shows how each school
rates the importance of 19 potential admission factors. A school must put each of these
factors into one of the following four categories:
• Very important
• Important
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• Considered
• Not considered
CollegeData pulls this information from each school’s Common Data Set. The Common
Data Set is a document that was created as a way for schools to address the voracious
appetites for higher-ed data from collegiate publishers like U.S. News & World Report and
the College Board. Rather than answer every publisher’s annual questions on such areas
as freshman admissions, financial aid, merit aid, college majors and acceptance rates,
many schools complete this standardized form, which is about 30 pages long.
To find the admission-factor chart for any school, just call up the institution’s profile via
the search box and then click the Admission hyperlink for the institution.

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
I picked the University of Chicago as an example because it highly values admission
factors—talents/ability and character/personal qualifies—that you usually don’t see rated
as very important among intense research universities.
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Look how different the University of Michigan rates the admission factors, which focuses
almost entirely on grades and test scores.
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Center for College Affordability and Productivity (Forbes College Rankings)

The Center for College Affordability and Productivity, is an education think thank that
generates Forbes Magazine’s annual college rankings. While these rankings exist in the
shadows of U.S. News rankings, I think the Forbes rankings are a better measure
of schools.
All college rankings, however, are flawed and should be used simply as a way to explore
a wider group of schools. Using the rankings as tip sheets can be especially helpful when
exploring liberal arts colleges and master’s level universities since they don’t have the
visibility that many intense research universities enjoy.
On the center’s website, you can look at Forbes’ annual rankings going back to 2008.
Below is the PDF to the latest rankings. You’ll notice that Forbes, unlike U.S. News, ranks
colleges and universities altogether.
2014 Ranking of America’s Best Colleges
Here is the link to the rankings methodology.
As you can see in the screenshot below of the 2014 rankings (the latest available), the site
has also sliced and diced the magazine’s rankings in a variety of helpful ways, including by
region. On the website, you can download all of the lists as PDFs.
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If you want to drill down further, check out the site’s Component Rankings.
This section will show you the scores for each of the components including freshmen
retention rate, graduation rate, the predicted graduation rate and alumni receiving PhD’s.
You will also see a school’s rank linked to new grads’ salaries based on PayScale.com
records. And you’ll discover how the students ranked their professors via RateMyProfessors
(RPM Rank).
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Here is a snapshot of some of the schools that I saw in the 2013 component breakdown:

Click on this methodology link to learn how the rankings are tabulated for each category.
In the snapshot above, Carleton College, a liberal arts college in Minnesota, was ranked
7th among all 650 schools for its high professor ratings via RateMyProfessors (RMP).
Case Western Reserve had the worst professor rating followed by Catholic University.
Carnegie Mellon and Case Western Reserve, two major engineering schools, were ranked
9th and 35th respectively for the salaries their new grads were earning based on
PayScale.com figures.
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YOUniversity– LinkedIn

Through YOUniversity, LinkedIn offers a variety of tools that can help develop a college list.

FIELD OF STUDY EXPLORER
One of the LinkedIn tools is called the Field of Study Explorer. The tool allows parents
and students to explore the range of careers that LinkedIn members have pursued based
on what they studied in college.
The tool can give students ideas of careers that they might not even have considered
when contemplating their potential majors.
Here is a screen capture of what I found when I typed political science into the tool. More
than 1.4 million LinkedIn users majored in political science and you can see where they
work, their occupations and where the largest percentage of them attended college.
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LINKEDIN UNIVERSITY RANKINGS
LinkedIn has jumped into the college ranking field, but so far its efforts are modest.
LinkedIn’s ranking system is highlighting the schools that are most successful in graduating students who find “desirable” jobs within eight broad career categories. Within each
of those eight categories, LinkedIn lists the top 25 institutions based on career outcomes
of its graduates.
There are the fields that the university rankings focus on:
• Accounting
• Designers
• Finance
• Investment bankers
• Marketers
• Media
• Software developers
• Software developers at start-ups
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Here is an explanation from LinkedIn about its university rankings and how it defines
desirable jobs:
Ranking Universities Based on Career Outcomes
To learn more, read this Inside Higher Ed article about the LinkedIn’s college rankings:
The New Rankings
Once again, I want to emphasize that you should only use college rankings to generate ideas!
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College Navigator
College Navigator is a massive federal depository of information on thousands of colleges
and universities that allows you to search for schools based on such criteria as location,
majors and types of institutions.
To generate a list of schools in a particular major, head to the College Navigator’s home
page. Here’s what you’ll see:

When you’re on the site, look on the left-hand side and click on the rectangle that says
Browse for Programs.
In this case, I typed in nursing, which produced lots of different nursing majors. You must
click the +add button to include the majors in your search.
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To narrow your search you can designate that you want public or private schools and twoyear or four-year schools. In my search, I selected private, non-profit and public universities.
You can also narrow your
search by focusing on certain
states. To choose by states,
click on the Use Map icon. In
this example, I selected eight
states in the Midwest. Yellow
pins on the map designate
the states that I picked.
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Based on my criteria, I ultimately obtained a list of 160 Midwestern schools that offer
nursing programs. By clicking on each school’s hyperlink, you will find lots of information
about the institution. Here is the beginning of the list of the Midwestern nursing schools:

You can winnow down the list of schools further by
using the options you’ll see on the left:
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WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OF GETTING MONEY?
I also like to use the federal College Navigator to discover how many students receive
money from an individual school. The common perception is that you have to be a top
student to receive an award from a college, but in reality at many schools, and particularly
private colleges, everybody gets a tuition discount. Nearly 89% of students attending
a private college or university, according to the latest annual report from the National
Association of College and University Business Officers, are not paying full price. The
average tuition discount is 53%, which is an historic high.
You can discover what percentage of students has received aid by clicking on the Financial
Aid link when you pull up a school’s profile. As an example, I am using Beloit College, the
liberal arts college in Wisconsin, where my son graduated in 2014 with a mathematics
degree and a studio art minor.

As you can see in the above screenshot, 96% of freshmen received aid from some source
while 95% received a grant or scholarship from Beloit. The average amount was more
than $22,600. So if a child is interested in attending Beloit there is almost no chance that
he or she will be expected to pay full price.
Beloit, like many private colleges and universities, has to give nearly everyone a tuition
discount to attract enough students. Now let’s compare that with Northwestern
University, which is just a two-hour drive away.
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Northwestern is a well-known university with a high U.S. News & World Report ranking
so it doesn’t have to dispense as many discounts. In fact, only 63% of students receive aid
at Northwestern and the school only gives scholarships/grants to 54% of its freshmen. It
can do this because high-income families are willing to pay full price for this school.
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College Reality Check

College Reality Check is another site courtesy of The Chronicle of Higher Education that
allows families an easy way to simultaneously compare schools on such factors as net
price, graduation rates, student loan default rate and estimated average monthly loan
repayment obligations.
You can compare up to five schools at one time and I am sharing with you a couple of
examples that illustrate the net prices of different schools. Net prices can vary dramatically among institutions.
Keep in mind that the average net prices on this site, which come from the federal government, are for income ranges and the figures will be at least two years old. Unfortunately,
the highest income range is only $110,001 and above, which is not helpful because what
a family with a household income of $110,000 can afford will be quite different than what
a millionaire can cover.
In the example on the following page, I obtained the average net price for families whose
income ranges between $48,001 and $75,000. As you can see, the prices for students
applying to these schools differ significantly.
I included Carroll College in Helena, MT, to illustrate what I like to say in my online courses.
Lesser-known schools in areas off the coasts are often less expensive. One of Carroll
College’s many selling points is its nursing school where students can graduate in four
years unlike impacted nursing programs in state schools in California.
The example also shows that expensive schools with excellent financial aid (Pomona) can
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be cheaper than state universities.

In my second example from schools on the East Coast, I assumed that the family’s income
was between $75,001 and $110,000. Once again you’ll see that the prices differ significantly.
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CollegeXpress
CollegeXpress is another worthwhile source for generating college ideas. You can get
a flavor of the site’s categories by looking at the screenshot below.

Most of the lists that you’ll find on CollegeXpress came from
a 520-page book entitled The College Finder by Steven R.
Antonoff, a highly regarded educational consultant from
Denver, Colorado.
With the exception of a short narrative at the beginning of the
book, The College Finder is strictly stuffed with lists. There are
hundreds of lists of recommended schools in such categories as
Colleges with Excellent Programs in Computer Science, Colleges
with Strong Communications/Journalism Programs, Colleges for
Budding Entrepreneurs, Colleges for Musicians Who Don’t Want to Attend a Conservatory
and Schools with Lots of Cooperative Education Options.
The lists are a product of Antonoff’s research, the input of countless other higher education professionals and student user suggestions. No one pays to be on these lists.
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Princeton Review’s Best Colleges Guide
To get some sense of whether professors are doing
a good job of educating students, I recommend focusing on a couple of overlooked statistics in the Princeton
Review’s annual best colleges guide.
Specifically, you should check out this pair of ratings
that you will see on the left hand page of every institution’s profile in the book:
• Professor interesting rating
• Professor accessible rating
The highest possible score for each of these professor ratings is 100. Students rate the
professors at their own institutions. I want to emphasize that these rating are not scientific. According to the Princeton Review, roughly 30,000 students were surveyed, which
breaks down to about 120 respondents per campus.
One reason why I think these ratings are worth consulting is because of the pronounced
patterns that I’ve always noticed over the years when reviewing the school scores in these
guides. Here are the pronounced trends that I’ve:
• Professors at liberal arts colleges receive much higher marks than professors
at universities (including the Ivy League schools).
• Professors at private universities receive better marks than professors at
state universities.
• Professors at state flagships — most of the public institutions in the book are
in this category – fare the worst.
I wrote the following post in 2014 on the Princeton Review professor ratings:
Where to Find the Best College Professors
Here is a link to the latest Princeton Review book:
The Best Colleges, 2015 Edition
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Colleges That Change Lives

For many years, Colleges That Change Lives has been one of the biggest selling books in
the college niche. This slim book is an excellent resource if you want to discover mostly
little-known liberal arts colleges and to generate ideas for college lists.
Both of my children ended up attending schools—Beloit and Juniata colleges—that were
featured in the book. Only 2% to 3% of college students attend liberal arts colleges, which
I happen to think are special places.
The 40 schools featured in the book also maintain a website and conduct college fairs in
majors cities throughout the year.
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ScholarshipStats.com
ScholarshipStats.com is a spartan-looking
website, but it’s packed with athletic scholarship statistics for specific schools, as well as
for each sport at large.
The average sports scholarship, according to
ScholarshipsStats.com is less than $7,000.
High school athletes have about a 2% chance
of earning a sports scholarship.
Here is a screenshot on the left of the college
sports that offer scholarships along with the
number of schools offering them.
When you click on any sport while you are on
the website, you will see what schools offer
each sport for men, women or both genders,
as well as the roster size and the average
scholarship amount.
Here is a screenshot of scholarship stats from
a few of the schools that have lacrosse teams.
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College Majors 101

The goal of College Majors 101 is to inform students about dozens of college majors so
they can make informed college and career choices. College Majors 101 provides information in the following categories for each college major featured on the website:
• In-depth description of the major
• Employers which hire within the major
• Accredited schools that provide the major
• News articles pertinent to the major
• Publications related to the major
• Students competitions related to the major
• Relevant student associations
• Recruiting opportunities

COLLEGE MAJOR CHANNELS
Each college major has a channel that includes links to all the above information. Schools
that pay can have their logo and link on the main page. This is what a section of the
Environmental Science channel looks like.
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COLLEGE MAJOR VIDEOS
For each major, students can look at videos developed by colleges and universities that
discuss what a major entails and/or focuses on activities of students in that major. On the
urban planning channel, for instance, I found a video from Clemson University’s Planning
and Landscape Architecture program that discusses the projects that students are
participating in the area.
For another resource on college majors try: MyMajors.com. This website creates a college
and career plan based on a student’s individual academic aptitude and interests.
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College Confidential

I suspect that College Confidential is a wildly popular site primarily for its feature called the
Parent Forum. Teenagers and parents visit the site to post questions and comments about
a wide variety of college issues. What’s also attractive for visitors is the ability to share
thoughts and questions about individual colleges and universities. The discussion boards
dedicated to elite schools typically enjoy more visitor traffic. Keep in mind that while some
of the information that you’ll see in the forums is solid, some of it is just plain wrong.
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Parchment

Parchment, which is an electronic transcript company, offers a variety of college admission tools.
One of its tools estimates the admission chances a student has after answering questions
regarding such things as his/her academic profiles, extracurricular activities, gender,
ethnicity and athletic ability.
I completed a fake profile for a student with a 3.6 GPA (unweighted), an 1800 SAT and
average activities and sought to find out what my chances were at Case Western
University in Ohio. My chances were only slightly better than the average applicant.
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The tool also generated a scatter plot so I could compare my SAT score and GPA with
other applicants.

Another popular Parchment tool is its yearly college rankings, which relies on a methodology similar to the one used to rank chess masters. Parchment examines where a student
applies and where he/she ultimately decides to attend to determine which schools are
more highly valued than others. You can find out more about the methodology, which
relies on nearly 516,00 acceptances, here.
While the popularity aspect of the tool does not impress me, you can use it to find
schools that you might not have known existed. In addition, each ranked school is listed
with three schools where students tend to also apply. You can see how schools are ranked
altogether, as well as in these categories:
• National universities
• Liberal arts colleges
• Masters colleges
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Parchment also offers its College Matchup tool that allows you to compare two schools
to see which one was most popular among students accepted to both. It’s probably more
amusing than helpful.
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Virtual Campus Tours
Families can’t always visit schools in advance of applying, but virtual tour sites can help
you see what a school looks like without an in-person tour.
Here are links to four virtual tour websites that not only provide tours for the most
prominent schools but also to those that are less known:
• Youniversitytv.com
• eCampusTours
• YouVisit
• CampusTours
This is a screenshot of the home page of YouniversityTV.com:
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College App Map

College App Map serves as a gateway for many websites/apps that received funding in
a national competition from the Gates Foundation. The aim of all these startup resources is
to help students through the steps they need to take to get to college and to succeed there.
The apps help students explore careers, choose a college, pay for college and succeed in
school. The Gates Foundation funded these resources with the intention that they would
help low-income students with college issues, but many of the apps can be valuable to
students of all income levels.
Here is a post that I wrote when the app winners were originally announced.
Try Out These 19 College Apps
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Do-It-Yourself College Rankings

This website belongs to Michelle Kretzschmar, who is a friend of mine. Michelle created
a helpful spreadsheet that compensates for the limitations of most college data sources.
The DIY College Rankings Spreadsheet contains data from the U.S. Department of
Education, and specifically something called the Integrated Post-secondary Education Data
System (IPEDS), on over 1,500 schools. The spreadsheet includes over 200 variables,
including graduation rates and percentage of students receiving grants from their schools.
You can also download for free the 50-50 List of over 400 schools that accept at least
50% of students and have at least a 50% graduation rate, an excellent place to start
searching for schools for B students. She also offers a class where she explains what you
can get out of this search tool.
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Niche (formerly College Prowler)
On this site, you can find more than a million student reviews of colleges. Niche has
broken up the reviews by categories so you can check, for instance, what students think
of such things as their school’s academics, campus, athletics, Greek life and the food. You
can see some of the categories in the left-hand column of the University of Texas’ review.

Niche also tabulated student opinions to create lists of the best schools in a variety of
categories. See the categories below:
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Unigo
Unigo is another source for student reviews. The reviews can be unvarnished and quite
illuminating. There will be far more reviews from students attending the most popular
schools. For instance, New York University recently had 401 student reviews while
Vanderbilt University had 280 reviews and Illinois Wesleyan University had zero.
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School websites/blogs
You can learn a lot just by poking around school websites. Don’t just stop at the pages
intended for prospective students. Dig deeper and visit the web homes of academic departments. Take a look at the course listings to see what is actually offered each semester.
Make sure you stop by a school’s Institutional Research page where you can find all sorts
of interesting data. Few do as good a job as St. Olaf College in Minnesota that shares
graduation outcomes, its Collegiate Learning Assessment scores, its results from the
National Survey of Student Engagement and more.
Also look for student blogs,
as well as those from people
with knowledge of the school.
Creators of unauthorized blogs
can be much more candid.
For instance, Dartblog is an
excellent resource if you want
to research what is really
happening at Dartmouth.
In the link to the post below,
Dartblog sums up problems that have plagued Dartmouth for years regarding its animal
house reputation:
All Eyes On the Dean of the College
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College search engines
There are plenty of higher-ed search engines when looking for schools. They include:
• Noodle
• Student Advisor
• Princeton Review
• CollegeView
• Petersons
Michelle Kretzschmar at DIY College Rankings did a comparison of college search
engines here:
Comparison of Top 11 College Search Engines

College Portrait of Undergraduate Education

You’ll find information on more than 275 public universities and colleges on this site.
College Portrait provides basic information about schools and also shares data from the
National Survey of Student Engagement.
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U-CAN: University and College Accountability Network

U-CAN is a similar consumer site for roughly 850 private institutions that’s sponsored by
the National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities.
Call up a school’s profile and you’ll see data on admissions, enrollment, academics,
student demographics, graduation rates, most common fields of study, transfer of credit
policy, faculty information, class size, tuition and fee trends, price of attendance, financial
aid, campus housing, student life and campus safety.

COPYRIGHT NOTICE
Copyright The College Solution.
Published by Lynn O’Shaughnessy, The College Solution.

LEGAL NOTICE
While I have attempted to verify everything in this resource guide, I don’t assume any responsibility for
errors, omissions or varying interpretations of the material.
I do not intend this guide to be used for legal, business or financial advice.
I do not assume responsibility or liability on behalf of the purchaser or reader of this guide’s content.
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